
1 Pilot Car 2 Pilot Cars Condition Comments
X Vehicle or Combination greater than 90' long or greater than 15' of rear overhang 179.10(13)(A)
X Greater than 13' Wide but less than 14' Wide and less than 120' long Title 75 Chapter 4962(f2)

X Greater than 13' Wide and Greater than  120' long
Exceeds length and width parameters of 
4962(f2)

X
Greater than 13' Wide and operating on highways having two or more lanes which carry 
traffic in the same direction as the permitted load Chapter 179.10(13)(b)(I)

X
Greater than 13' Wide and operating on highways having only one lane which carries 
traffic in the same direction as the permitted load 

Chapter 179.10(13)(b)(II)                         
Pilot car must be in front of the load

X Greater than 13' Wide and is accompanied by the State Police 
Chapter 179.10(13) (B)(III)                       
Pilot car must follow the load

X Greater than 13' Wide and exceeds 14'6" high 
Chapter 179.10 (B) & (C) lead pilot car 
must have height pole  

X Less than or equal to 13' Wide and exceeds 14'6"high
179.10(13)(C)                                               
Only lead pilot car w/height pole needed

X
When moving a mobile home or a modular housing unit and a modular housing 
undercarriage over 14' Wide 4973(d)

X
When overweight permit requires permitted vehicle to travel over bridges at reduced 
speeds 179.10(D)(I)

X
When overweight permit requires permitted vehicle to be the only vehicle on a bridge 
span that supports two directional traffic 179.10(D)(II)

X
When overweight permit requires permitted vehicle to be the only vehicle on a bridge 
span that supports traffic moving in only one direction 179.10(D)(II)

X
When overweight permit load requires permitted vehicle to occupy more than one lane 
while crossing a bridge that supports two directional traffic 179.10(D)(II)

X
When overweight permit requires permitted vehicle to occupy more than one lane while 
crossing a bridge that supports traffic moving in only one direction 179.10(D)(II)

X
When oversized permitted vehicle is traveling within an urban area during hours of 
darkness 179.10(E)

X
When permitted vehicle is not capable of maintaining at least 40mph on limited access 
highways within urbanized areas between 9am and 4pm 179.10(E)

X
When permitted vehicle is not capable of maintaining 40mph on limited access highways 
in nonurban areas  179.10(F)

1) When one pilot car due to length, weight or width is required, the pilot car will follow
2) When a pilot car is required due to height,  the pilot car will lead using a height pole  
3) When two pilot cars are required, One shall lead and one shall follow. 
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